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Since smoke Holocaust global economic leakage into the open as a struggle strategy to terrorist activity 

and counter religious extremism and to this day mélange arbitrarily with what was known phenomena 

economic gaps and shifts production markets and alterations prices all these epidemics economical 

post-Cold War as a product to decode and re-organization of economic links and a product of technical 

progress in multiple spots led to the opening up unlimited marketing and the emergence of markets in 

any place and at any time and reached a maximum result is not a competition, but to the international 

production conflict in the consumer markets then fell output quality in front of tradition and fraud and 

to provide the cheapest and not the finest collapsed markets, followed by companies and factories 

producing it set the economies of countries intervened policy to rescue it and here was a Stud When the 

Persians made strategic alternatives to bridge the economic gaps and rang the blood in the arteries 

already died owners 

 

The world reached a maximum magnitude of economic development in the history of existence through 

three sources for the production of energy, technology and tourism hubs central, financial income and 

the headwaters of the basic sound the Spirit in the economy where brought Tourism shoppers and 

followed by markets, products and accelerate the means of movement of the link and exalted Urbanism 

to contain arrivals within their all activities of business and leisure, including all kinds of Sports and 

hotbeds of conglomerates economic huge with a tinge International backed diplomacy strategy, but all 

of these activities have on tourism which made of the proceeds of the energy inventory self-products 

and technology logistically contained, however, that tourism in reality linked to factors environment and 

nature, history, and therefore to maintain the type mentioned must have Governorate first on sources 

bases of all that stood on to be, if possible, or for each promise a book 

 

But where is the source of the foundations of this stuff to keep them technology this strange object 

eccentric is a summary of the legacy of the history of human activity flow with the movement of 

presence in the intellectual subconscious awareness of Applied pending stand out of existence in a 

society where available completeness and important to the working conditions and usually find their 

way to the technical style and converted into factories and handicrafts and technology products are held 



its markets and laws and ways to export and significance control technology in all human development 

activities and Includes operations shifts physical, chemical and space activities and kinetic any applied 

motors and software GM and its products are all so what might have been in the era of the current then 

the technology has developed products and technological and multi sentence and diversity has been 

imitated and transfer from place to place and gland hotbeds of technological production around the 

world and left out secrets of control and become a developed and marketed all over the place,  By virtue 

of energy integrated with the machine technical 

 

Energy is necessary and essential for the development of technological and technical application factor 

as it needs high applied to better technology and that the energy depends entirely dependent on 

sources deepened in nature and can be adapted for use any derived from natural sources and is not 

possible fictitious or find them wherever Nothingness natural sources have Hence gland with Vogue 

market for the necessary urgency and concentration limited and rare delicate and despite what might 

have been attempts generation technology, but that is not in all circumstances and in all Loci hence 

energy gland lady market lady wills human Then, I got the money and brought progress and prosperity 

and has twice with them the calamities of energy sources and diets permission  protected and looked 

the conflict between the misfortunes of energy and energy-makers and protectors of energy and energy 

markets 

 

Even become energy and sources calamity of the ills of whole world not less miserable than the size 

necessary utilitarian and here is not energy alone is the machine and the reason, but the strategies the 

three main movement modern economy and that so we personalize it in terms of technical market, 

energy and tourism economy these three elements are integrated with then so that everyone could 

arise for the last opportunity for direct representation and not the primary presence of It's basically 

depends entirely on the nature and existence main may be available at some, but it may be difficult 

environment provide the necessary conditions to be found physically and even post-measure conditions 

often may prevent the exploitation of many factors in large and a substantial or obstacles may be the 

cause of the disaster is not taken into account at all in the day of history 

 

Regardless of the long history even in the moments just over the reach of these moments we were day 

students are young and still the world then alive was the most enjoyable quotas wait professors in the 

classroom eagerly was the geography of the world share because it tells us as Jesus and Mohammed 

spoke of the paradise but McCann reality say and the fact that when he describes us Iron cities and fire 

on the coasts of the Great Lakes richest five lakes in the world workshops iron smelting in Lorraine and 

punching hard in Detroit Diary Michigan and industry vehicles and gland day the shores of Lakes kiss 

each of his strong helped to adapt the iron of the public may delay much since seven years running 

around here in search of a piece of iron or workshop to adapt the steel saves me act, even for one day 

they might in need for someone to break the empty workshops cement which became dens for 



criminals gland So where have gone the iron the manufacturers and the markets 

 

Until the morning yesterday, we get together and hear and see so fascinated by technology in Japan 

from SEC iron to the reactors, nuclear energy and we did not have heard in the history of China's people 

named Kalashnikov when he was the world migrate in rafts to Malaysia to begin the first steps on the 

runways Tigers isoforms on its way toward the sky at the tops Hancock there were markets and the 

world of another and still Gulf oil a young and still Dubai in phases Alsrsens The Nairobi paradise last in 

the footsteps of Hancock little was sphinx still ogles world look of pride that cannot be imitated in which 

Lance nor stone, Russia and Great hands were beyond the horizon and hand surrounded waist sun 

circular but if Today we look at were not stopped, but most of these things have changed for the better 

or the worst, why and how it will answer you, and the reason for what we have and you can trust that 

you also give answers 

 

In the market square may resemble has intertwined things but these three objects are move all current 

files to the conflict in or around the world have long technical secrets can be transferred and held and 

taken are spread everywhere then escalate places and fall places then had to saved and as long as there 

is a rival to be access to what cryptic of the opposing party and must be mutual espionage and spying on 

technology products and trends in the markets that followed the cold war movement was broader and 

more important than Star Wars and its results markets have been destructed and deported markets and 

opened new markets to what is known as gap global economic Modern is the product of a strategy for 

economic stubbornness and not failures in the natural distribution of wealth because the human 

responsible for controlling the objective distribution of wealth, not nature 

 

Spyware stage of the war any aspect of the four and is the finest that can be used in light of the 

strategies and modern when spying in halting the deterioration of markets technology products did not 

work any Give the results as part of a possible proved reading to that strategy results that the energy is 

disobedient Pharaoh that devour every last around it was necessary to control the sources and so to 

control the sources of energy, prices and trends neighbors and protection it was necessary to destabilize 

the countries to prevent the multiplicity of sources of production and destruction of deals to replace 

them new deals and to compel sources sometimes to drive more referral without high prices 

 

Do it all become energy giant octopus extends his hand to me frowned all strategy files of the social 

contract the human have built the meanings of humanity which followed the League of Nations of laws 

and covenants then came close to abort the bulk of humanitarian laws in light of the restructuring of the 

world in line with the movement of the market economy and the main employers for the benefit of 

energy production files pending destabilize states and communities more weapons and equipment 



technological required and this is what will move tech factories and also there are more technical 

factories and markets, there is nothing of it is forced to pay the price, permission has to be destroyed 

markets and must be disabled factories and this conflict of another kind 

 

Russia strategy failed commercially and socially not communism intellectual fail but strategically boom 

when the incursion Arrowhead breaking citizen largest gatherings of mankind in the world and stability 

at the edge of capitalism protest against her at the focus of its launch, and took the Middle East from 

the back and landed at the Strait of Bab el Mandeb and closed entrances at Suez and Syria channel and 

Shove her nails in the Economic and Social centers in Africa was Libya, Ethiopia, begging and wandering 

in Sudan, Africa and the West, but missed all three used by capitalism cleverly and intelligently one it 

faces the most prestigious gatherings of cohesion ideological reactionary extends from the far Aruba 

and America full Middle East to Africa, Australia and secondly, through the communities in which 

penetrated the mostly traditional of either ideological and either still in phases far away from 

understand Thirdly intellectual progress that South Asia hotbeds of production, not markets for 

consumption and Russia relations concentrated in focuses to they don’t pay but consume and not have 

to take Russia came out of the Cold War zero on hand as it faces an economic downturn on the technical 

and commercial level and divisions Internal political and social level and the crescent of fierce war 

militants led by the name of religion 

 

Russia emerged from the technological, economic and military competition did not go out of the world's 

income from door exit counterpart China fringed wings isoforms and gland China creeps silently 

immemorial scary and humility and back Japan driven from the heart of the technical market to the side 

of the road without knowing any merits of that setback fun and announced in paralleled the fall of each 

technological products markets in the world swaggering Europe to reel her father declared bankruptcy 

rotated about all aspects of energy sources and energy markets and energy prices and energy 

alternatives and in fact is the beginning of the announcement of the Battle of energy and most 

importantly how it will be and who are heroes, but they will be victims of 

 

That those who shot down the Great Russia from the middle of the Caucasus to the outskirts of Tajik 

land Do they were a fan of adventures for the sake of God or of the strongest guerrilla billable strategy 

and secret in the history of the world were these, and whence they came, when the revolution of Iran 

reached their goal Tehran were not the end of the road for the sake of God and was get rid of these 

fighters task tougher than the consolidation of the revolution and therefore being pushed towards Sindh 

Basin expensive to participate actively responded back to the fighters who Khomeini may bring them to 

fight with him from the basin of Sindh and walks the Kolkhoz sides Stet sects of the Islamic religion were 

not the first time to use the religious spirit in the political work of After a strategic global orientation and 

our evidence numerous style rifle for rent in the history of home groups and Muslim communities are 

generally familiar in the history of the Mafia and organized crime gangs globally, but it when Islamic 



groups one so much more to it up to the ranks of spirit for sale and not just gun for rent only 

 

When you agree with me that I pay you my soul and all my life to death and you or your client will pay 

me well-being later in the sale and purchase agreement incomplete and there is a text recognition that 

God has bought from the believers themselves that their Paradise and also there is the argument and 

who have sold themselves to God permission to prescription sale and sail the human psyche crime 

forbidden by all international laws or our cash and as long as this is the style used in the activities of 

jihadist Islamic organizations, the operations jihadi is selling the forbidden originally in international law, 

that is, they slavery itself and that God is the principal and Contact Person for the sell-off was buying 

this, the evidence of history and even the events of this today prove that the activities of jihadist groups, 

past and present are related to the benefits and interests of political and economic strategies or points 

of criminal often has nothing to do with religion at all, but stands behind the religious groups which is 

incorporated by devising programs of work, direction and reap the benefits of the proceeds of their 

activities and often with Escape may vary from her hand or Abandoned them and make their way as 

gang organization in the dress of religion or may contract with related interests of other strategic or 

even total control of the ranks of countries across platforms and politics in the democratic platforms Or 

armed revolutionary action or even military coup 

 

I have read from the archive for Sheikh Lebanese mountain origin and who was wandering in the area 

extending from the Fertile Crescent to the Persian Gulf in the late eighteenth century to the early 

nineteenth century and about his relationship with the British governor Richard Lion Heart and how it 

was managed by a group of suicide bombers under one of Titles Sufi Islamist groups and works gangster 

gun system for rent and how he was rewarded for the liquidation of political opponents of the number 

of bodies conflicting then was defines the systems and countries in a timely manner and his Suicidal 

were bombers storming castles and forts, killing ministers and social activists and competitors Sufi 

sheikh mountains is one of the pictures that reflect the historical use of the substance of religion and 

Islam in building terrorist activities for the implementation of the purposes of political and economic 

strategy 

 

Reached Caliphate State of Turkey's Muslim peoples through their access to the heart of Africa through 

Egypt, Sudan and the goal of that incursion Is to control on the headwaters of the Nile and the sources 

of economic resources such as gold, slaves and ivory and already when reached to those the listening 

Almost lead to focus on the slave trade that leads to some nationalities to the extinction such as the 

Nubba tribes Inqasna and some ethnic groups, which lies on the outskirts of the equatorial forest and 

the owners of hangars slave and financiers of slave hunting groups in Africa are mostly of Fame home of 

Islamic known later Sufi families working in the field Islamic call to deploy we know them in our societies 

August and grandfathers who are so far supporting the Islamic-oriented in politics and usually it may 

support and are working to consolidate and focus rulers who come from such as the application of the 



laws of Islamic has yet advance and driving in favor of political power in exchange for receiving of gifts 

and benefits of economic, this unit of the factors that birth to entrench and consolidate the system of 

the Islamic trend in Sudan, despite the failure to all files and strategy division of the state on the basis of 

ethnic and religious, not political to ever nearing the three decades 

 

Look this is what we call it that were not interest Capitalization are driven activities based on the Islamic 

items that the system who leads a relentless war on the side of Saudi Arabia in Yemen and the first to 

sever its ties with Iran, which was a sponsor him in reckless circumstances boss is still the same person, 

which is still the same system that shelter and save and trained and distributed all leaders and groups 

jihadi in the world, including basic commands like Benn laden and al-Zawahiri, this cannot be 

unreasonable and not though the Saudi regime itself plays on all the ropes, using laws and Islamic texts 

hooks and nets for fishing by the atmosphere at times in salt seas and sometimes freshwater lakes and 

live on what takes on the proceeds from this historical inheritance I would not have used Islam to form a 

military gathering of nations at a time that the other party in the war are also Muslims from this use is a 

strategic political and not religious divine purpose 

 

The strategic use of the substance of Islam in the interest of political, economic is a profession all 

Muslims Shiites were or age so she Living tool is not relevant metadata links beyond human capacity 

even if one goes to the latest sources which Smartest the blood in the arteries of modern terrorism are 

the Muslim Brotherhood who rise in Egypt, led by Hassan al-Bana Then expensed to Sudan to come out 

of them regime governing Sudan since thirty years as an alliance of groups Islamic movement and global 

as the most secure shelter and center and grandfather activists Islamists around the world were able to 

them and through them to move and activate all what happened and being from terrorist acts current 

and for three decades have seen for myself the Iranian Cultural Centre huge central residential 

communities in the city of Omdurman at the intersection of Wad al-Bashir and the popular market and 

they say that the Muslims of Sudan year and Sudanese President alliance with Saudi Arabia against Iran 

because the funeral practiced by Iran in Sudan, including the Cultural Center of Iran twenty years 

Instilled a knife in the heart of Sudanese citizens Is erected for baking or what they were doing 

 

Entry Sudanese, along with Saudi Arabia in its war with Iran in Yemen did not come out as being 

mercenaries war any gun for rent if it intervened in both cases on the Saudi side or Iran side or that 

there is no diets linking the Sudanese there are no interest and was convicted and cannot Bashir that 

uses assigned to the establishment of an Islamic army there Van based in Sudan army is Islam Army and 

not a state army and that Iran is created by rations and armed than our right to wonder Are able 

battleships Iranian Port Sudan will not wait to respond because I do not need it, but what should the 

world know to what extent used the phrase Islam in the complicated marketing vehicles and pay 

thousands of lives and interests of all B, they are incapable of expression because who Riding 

emergence of these invested organizations in the field of ideology Islamic are the smartest criminals in 



human history and who is not of that class that he is not ridding but will become the legs and hoofs to 

that scourge, which they are ridding without an end 

 

Sudanese President al-Bashir is nothing but a mere soldier in the ranks of the Muslim Brotherhood in the 

Sudanese army, which has been around to militia and regulatory now used by the whole weapons of 

rent and this is the pattern on which the Muslim Brotherhood since their founder Hassan al-Bana I read 

before twenty years from the date of the emergence of Islamic movement and I am a student in the 

middle stage was the writer talked about how starch Muslim Brotherhood and who is Hassan al-Bana 

and who are the owners of T-shirts Greens in Egypt's history and how they derive their livelihood from 

foreign embassies in Cairo by Hassan al-Bana has strengthened this as mentioned by the former leader 

of the Egyptian Jihad Organization sexual Nabil Naim, who was in Sudan on the side of bin Laden and 

others under the auspices of the Sudanese President al-Bashir and his regime and still-Bashir says he 

may boil for God of that kind, but what we seen even then what did and what he said when he became 

Morsi as president in Egypt, when Islamists Tripoli income after Gaddafi 

 

The interests of politics and policy interests of the right does not fall in the regulations of legislation and 

laws, not even necessary to enter into our theme here for as long as our conversation about God and 

workers based on the texts, but unfortunately we find the whole world is at risk based on the agents 

activities are entrusted to work for anyone who is not with us while revenues These activities go to 

destinations we know they live among us and who pay the costs of these activities are also legged here 

and earn what they pay for these agents also from here and the victims of these divine activities are also 

innocent people are staying here and maybe we So all things being from its sources to its mouth here, 

why cannot address I cannot be here because everyone traitors and everyone is afraid than they do 

Capitalization interests phrase has been associated with sales and marketing personality and allegiance 

to God as if between God and men Stock Exchange brokers half of the world and the rest of the 

marketing tools 

 

People will not write about the fact that the fighting and fighters in Afghanistan only after the Magic 

turned when they penetrated their stage for the second Jihad, which in investigations after them said 

they hadn’t know what to do or where to go and will not accept them until their countries, which went 

them to come back to it after the end of the first phase against the Soviets and so they decided to start 

Second stage against the God who created them and the security of their livelihoods over the years and 

in hearsay some of them also said one of the participants in the television investigations have indicated 

that Saudi intelligence is the primary source of financing has told them that the mediator who was 

accountable for funding when they protested to him to hold the assembly passports and delivered to 

Saudi intelligence These are all at the beginning of the first phase of the jihad against the Soviets So 

these beginnings were Sunni exchange presence and funding and Landry on how far the Shiite presence, 

but the Muslim Brotherhood were there signal spokesman to their deployment in the aid agency and 



the Islamic sites ration and financing 

 

The Agency for International Relief Islamic is the activist organization in most cities in the world and the 

indications are that he is from the Office of fundraising in the capital of the world, but was in her joints 

one of the elements of the intelligence service of the State concerned controls in all Entries and exits 

and us sufficient evidence that the Muslim Brotherhood are the ones who control the agency's World 

Islamic breaks relief has proved history and practical activities and situations constituent previously and 

at present that the Muslim Brotherhood are in close deal direct contact with embassies and agencies to 

countries far from the stated principles of the Muslim Brotherhood as that contained mostly trading in 

the field felt strategy files either security or politics or economics, however, that all these indicators rose 

in periods associated with the issues and events historically influential in the world movement and often 

it conflicts between opposing parties in thought, strategy and religion and every time you find Muslims 

Players Brotherhood are central in on the side of a new party against another and they originally nothing 

to do with whom the subject cause of the conflict, but enough all this by placing them in the role of the 

gun for rent 

 

The world has known millionaire Osama bin Laden's Saudi citizenship and Sunni road engineer founder 

of excavations famous Abu Abdullah Contracting leader organizing the international norm is not the 

leader of the founding of the base is not involved in the beginnings of what is known as jihad Afghan But 

he suddenly appeared in the middle of the way for a boom abnormal till the end, in the history of the 

events and the history of the whole world and so it was bin Laden is considered a turning point in the 

marketing development for the use of the idea of the Islamic religion in the interest strategy of the 

market economy and first applied to an actual investment of Islamic Jihad in the global market conflicts 

openly to serve strategic purposes unrelated to the idea of God is not religion at all has been 

condemned and intercepted all the world later 

 

Authors US and British wrote composer and interpreter has been written we read in English and Arabic 

and later hearsay and interviews TV Clamor by YouTube videos, all talked about bin Laden and the 

organization Al Qaeda and how and when formed and who is Bin Laden and those of his family and how 

starch until tomorrow universally fiercest of their dearest friends and partners economists Over that the 

stranger road from the ground sand flat to mountain peaks and its grooves to calm and rough as well as 

the space, including directly to the underground sea and it said we buried it did not Shake the dust from 

our hands until who trembling hearts of the whole world to hear talk only with him went out and not to 

see him Shopping is not the slogans of Allah and Islam and religion account, but this stuff merchandise 

on marketing table knocks her bells cheapest prices for those who pay the price 

 



This new Sprite we will discuss later on we do not know which one snake and whichever crust snake but 

both daunting in all circumstances while still secrets diets commercial leader of the Islamic Caliphate 

State distant I read in the interpreter book into Arabic for correlated between the bin Laden family and 

the family of George W. Bush arrived in the mutual visits end between the two families and that these 

unusual in human societies also refer to the deep to the brother of bin Laden, who lives in one of the 

countries European and the family of George W. Bush and commercial activities of their relationship I do 

not think that the overlap between the people a crime, whether commercial or last as long as upholding 

a paragraph in any of the legal texts, but this trend evolution in the other paragraphs of the book, citing 

trading company global shareholders in which ministers and heads of countries and companies for 

technical industries and export equipment companies Construction of a large number of countries in the 

world was in the forefront of Abu Abdullah Contracting Company, based in Saudi Arabia and owned by 

the bin Laden family on the impact of these new developments him Eng. Bin Laden's old company 

management to his brother and is able to state Arab Emirates where he established bin Laden company 

for fossils, which includes group of bin Laden Contracting If gold comes to the latter trend will be the 

thrust of modern terrorism in the name of Islamic Jihad is not just a mere plot commercial in the Battle 

of the market but also why Islam and not others religions permission loophole found in Islam itself and 

then that all humanity is ready to assume the mistakes of a particular our 

 

Author continued in that the money collected for the establishment of that company International Gat 

by US intelligence and passed through the Saudi intelligence and the payment to bin Laden, who was 

working in the area of the excavations in the Arab Emirates to cover real project that will do against the 

Soviets in the Afghan Turapora Mountains and the role of the engineer bin Laden digging tunnels under 

the mountain ranges and the role of technology companies and other supply of arms and equipment 

and combat Thus the Soviets packages in Tajik nations and the land Caucasus information published on 

the pages of a number of books, but in my analysis I see that it's more complicated than this much in the 

end Defeated the Soviets were taking bin Laden a lot of money does All of this, including other costs of 

the war, funded by the United States and whether Saudi Arabia was paid throughout the war against the 

Soviets and what are the proceeds of that war to those countries and that Afghanistan gland other 

country used Arabia under the name of jihad for a Muslim state in the war disassembly and attrition 

between America and the Soviets used with Spirit jihadist extremist in that the war strategy of the 

global dimension But in fact it's a business deal with economic and strategic dimensions There were 

resellers and buyers and brokers in the center and the goods people are looking for well-being and life 

after what they were a commodity so popular and prosperous achieved above market gains, but for 

those who 

 

The spokesman narrative biography of bin Laden, who brought him the unanimous decision of the 

Mujahedeen after vacuum leading role in the organizational work incidence has been collecting Stet 

Arab fighters in Afghanistan under one command is al-Qaida, led by bin Laden, who was supported in 

Gat proportion to the large number of Arab fighters from the Gulf region and the mid-Jazeera Arab what 



is also due to him by the grace of when to pay Jihad costs expenses and he Contact Person him directly 

adopted was generous pay enough I personally don’t know that there was a mix up or is the evolution of 

events in the form of jumps mixed so don’t know said bin Laden had gone to Afghanistan Mujahid or an 

engineer or an investor, or was brought to perform a task in any case hard to find what did looking for 

the millionaire son of a wealthy family that was looking for a luxury in Tora Bora or is it that the 

mountains of the search for money behind him going out there and that there were grounds for revenge 

is avenger of Russians or the Americans or is it the most important and crazy colorless seen vision and 

strategic goals only from behind Jihad and didn’t know fact of struggling or why labors so the whole 

world and kill everyone then Everyone killer him 

 

We said yes strategic push the Americans to bin Laden and his associates Mujahedeen to extract Russia 

from the world but who's paying for these to extract America from Bursa world have commented on the 

neck of Saddam Hussein's son Freemasonry International the Baath Party and the leader of the Arab 

atheistic principles and orientations So where Islamic Jihad from here Bin Laden acknowledged and 

adopted But is Saddam admitted so Indicate me read analytic early on that the Link between this world-

like-from New York to the island of events Bali to Nairobi as part of conflicts market shifts International 

named after what happened in conflicts technology markets and gatherings economic global markets 

such as tigers isoforms and others have I have focused my attention on the aspects of accusatory to the 

citizen emerging markets in both Qatar and the Arab Emirates and even China that she was to be 

financed and directed terrorist groups in indirect ways at all to destroy the markets and vacation 

destinations rival in the light of emerging markets at the time as alternatives for energy resources 

endangered marketed and Headwaters Yes This is a fact you may not, but where the evidence and 

proofs 

 

Yes, we are not directed accuse anyone, but we are not afraid to ask from behind the sky to the ground 

pending shown us our readings strategy out there and that alliance Saddam Hussein Freemason with 

assets Sunni with bin Laden's terrorist with assets Sunni to hit the World Trade Center in New York in 

retaliation for America that drove Saddam from Kuwait Shiite income for the full fine fight Shi'ites in 

Iran, bin Laden was born and raised and the foundations of its programs terrorist and financed from 

Saudi Arabia center and airstrip year FINE stands God here if you see? So prohibitive for We do not see 

that not Things came on the same pattern since that day and to what happened the night of this Today 

theatrical personalities are the same people from the Leningrad to Sydney and Taipei to Amazon and 

tools are the same theater technology, energy and tourism modern tools of factors alternatives to the 

market engines 

 

Saddam, who was representing nations have used for secular against Islamic groups that establishes and 

supports terrorism and pour the blood in the veins of Saddam has gone and stayed terrorism exists why 

because terrorism tool in conflicts of energy markets while Saddam victim in conflicts of energy markets 



but the first victim of the heavy caliber while the biggest victim in conflicts energy markets is Gaddafi 

and the most amusing victim in conflicts tourism markets is Hosni Mubarak and envelopes victim in 

conflicts energy markets is Ali Abdullah Saleh, he said that most of the indicators directed towards Qatar 

as though not the main player is the player most dangerous, which move all of these characters and 

financed all operations to bring down most of the energy resources petroleum, gas and gatherings 

nature tourism in the Middle East and Africa for the benefit of tourism and marketing its alternative to 

fluctuations in the energy Expected markets and controls on all this through regulations Muslims and 

some Islamic groups that have found them a safe haven in Sudan where he established adjacent to the 

University of Africa and the global center in Khartoum, southern organization Brotherhood and 

distribution of the roles and performance of this project has been built on over the years succeeded him 

what happened in Libya and Egypt, but developments circumstances jealousy streams events 

 

Qatar has provided the greatest gifts the Islamic regime in Sudan in exchange for its projects in Africa, 

which culminated in the assassination of Colonel Gaddafi and change the regime of Hosni Mubarak 

Muslim Brotherhood and even today that the military presence of the Sudan in Yemen on the side of 

Saudi Arabia is a country representation and driven by Qatar and not Saudi Arabia included gifts Qatar 

Islamic regime in Khartoum assassination of Colonel John Garang which is the balance and save it in 

regain control of the Heglig oil and continue to support and finance notch opposition to the government 

in southern Sudan assignable without the establishment of a developing country on the side of 

opposition leader assassination of Darfur, Dr. Khalil Ibrahim and help the regime diplomatically and 

militarily and financially to dismantle the armed movements in Darfur funded Qatar also the settlement 

of Arab nomads in towns that have been displaced by the population in the days of armed conflict Yes to 

Islamic groups that adopt jihadist projects even if it's marketing tools for strategic sale, but among them 

are carrying ethnic proportions two elements strategy is also implemented through the use of Islamic 

Jihad projects 

 

I am in analytical Qatar has yet to adopt these projects and Islamic groups and Ethnic For their religion, 

or tribe and not only Islamic but Qatar adopts militant groups in Africa is not a Muslim have nothing to 

do with Islam at all Qatar used groups extremism, ethnic in control of the resource centers and sites of 

the dimensions of a strategy for economic and marketing for the use of either the keep these areas 

shaky and either impose the hegemony of proxy were not Qatar have stopped these projects but he 

developed methods treat them after a fierce censured by him than most counterparts from the Gulf 

states and most of the media, international agencies And that would have caused to the diplomatic 

prestige of North Korea and Iran today The virtues of each country projects from media to tourism and 

markets and that his plans because stifles tourism in situ from the far north of Africa through Egypt, 

Israel and the Fertile Crescent, Syria and even Turkey and then converts it for the benefit of its 

fabricated tourism and emerging markets but turned them automatically towards Arab Emirates that 

proficiency fishing in water turbidity and long will this period of directed surges of chill winds that move 

the stagnant water 



 

That confirms the conflict on tourism and markets are terrorist attacks subsequent to the sites where 

the concentration of tourism and global markets through history did not sulk seeing one attack in citizen 

emerging markets such as Qatar and Dubai, although it most incursion in these issues and weaker 

security obstacles possible to prevent the arrival of terrorism, he said targeted foreign tourists and 

places of crowds marketing in places of tourism and global markets where tourism markets targeted and 

not the people that implementing terrorist operations they don’t know any content of the dimensions of 

the strategy of what they do but carry out at the direction of the contractor who contract agreement 

with the party or state what to put one area of the world in a state of security conditions agreed upon 

and paid the price in the end the collapse of the global market or tourism activities for the benefit of 

another country where there will shift to the pioneers 

 

If fighting against each other and the uprooting of the other right of the other and kill who disagreed 

with you in thought and faith and the captivity of his wives or until the sale is terrorism, terrorism exists 

and is permissible in Islamic texts and Islamic history and practiced at all times, not today under the 

name of laws and Islamic not last and is acceptable to all the silent of believers Islam as long as no reject 

it officially I challenge Muslims all that go out consolidated version legitimacy mistakes that were 

committed against humanity on behalf of the laws of Islamic history and agree to all of them and 

provide historically offer apology written as it did the church with the issue of Galileo and the issue of 

girl Orleans in France on the side of the other historical issues These things are the affairs of Muslims are 

not our affairs because they know who will pay the price in the end, but the fact that to become the 

texts of a specific religion agenda for groups Fight funded and backed deal economically recognizing the 

countries in the UN Security Council with this unless he has arrived it mafia or international organized 

crime gangs in American countries Latin permission for the United Nations does not withdraw its 

membership and its recognition of the states that prove their dealings with religious terrorism 

 

Fingers are often corrected towards Iran in light of the modern religious extremism but in fact Iran does 

not only play a role of strip wall While it's a source of slaughter It is not real home of the holders of 

knives, but the stupidity of political behavior that shape diplomacy of Iran is that stain the outer 

landscape and make it in the form of the altar, while the World know the Persians home of nation and 

history more than any of the mullahs and scholars of the unknown who sit pegs? fastens legged Iran 

Progressive Yes there are political attempts with a religious dimension and that there is a religious 

attempts with a political dimension does not have one of which serve the interests of Iran's strategy in 

the light of market struggles in terms of economy and energy Tourism and Iran, however, it is possible 

that the pole is a pioneer if you understand what you need leaders fact the Iranian people have 

exceeded the region and the world and international issues Iran long distances 

 



In the end and are we ultimately does not then we are still if halfway technical markets struggle in a kind 

of semi-balanced stalemate though that America is still likely cuff which is reeling, and China, which does 

not flinch at that sells you a piece of pottery from among a dozen steel Here is struggling with the most 

expensive breath while Japan in a closed room perhaps room for surgery Russia suffer cancer in the 

technical Germany industrious limited her heart skill and the rest stood at the balcony watching Will live 

technology markets of New not in the in need in that we are witnessing a larger number of victims of 

wars for their Boss Spirit in machinery warlike markets We want to reduce the heat emission is no need 

for more auto markets also will be conflict in the finest markets, fuel-efficient and that the conflict 

quality is healthy competition may reduce the filthy competition in technical markets, however, 

technical markets do not constitute the most serious safety human conflicts in global markets Although 

the creation of armed political conflicts in most part of attempts to move the technology markets, 

technical plants and this is another type of negative marketing, not markets struggle 

 

Conflict experienced by the world now are conflicts energy prices and markets and confiscated and 

secured and secure ways of distributing the challenge posed by price fluctuations, up or down is that 

birth to get rid of the multiple creation of armed groups, sources strategies to prevent the stability of 

the situation and the optimal use of And optimal use of some sources have found the promoters of this 

task what they're looking for in groups for sale and rent Organization under concepts and Islamic texts 

have been using them already successfully in other strategic issues related to conflicts technology and 

politics and international markets then organized, financing, arming them and then use them 

successfully in Africa and the Middle East has succeeded in incapacitate sources of energy in the 

countries that have been active in 

 

As far as may treat citizen sources of energy states available rates using existing terrorist groups Islamic 

texts resorted consumed sources to overcome the market system and the purchase of terrorist groups 

cheaper prices without any controls or laws but created terrorist groups mission control of the sources 

of energy and sell them all over the place, becoming a source of energy For most countries in the 

unknown risk in these circumstances and the loss of confidence in the primary sources, which supplies 

the world powered Gat America to secure its position by declaring the use of oil reserves with extraction 

of what is known as the oil and fossil only from side internal use and seemed to export to the outside 

and rang the Jinx the doors of people who rely entirely on sources financing for oil and reinforce this 

fear with the validity of information sources that oil may throw at any time in the spot what it is not 

eternal and results were alternatives to the idea of tourism, building global markets 

 

But tourism is not based only on the factors associated with mainly the environment, history and 

commercial markets by high mega does not only gatherings and tourist Gat idea of the researchers 

about alternatives to not to hit all the birds with one stone was that stone and again Islamic terror 

groups that claim in its agenda to fight phenomena Forbidden in the canons of Islamic This game is so 



dirty systems in its landmarks and tourist activity prominently began using these groups lease and 

purchase of both by cash have discovered or to provide supplies and documents and methods of 

scrolling to enable control of the reins of a country or undermine it for their transformation of Tourism 

and the markets to their advantage this is what is happening today and this all What is behind what is 

known terrorist groups that are moving under the name of Islam wherever they found does not have a 

group in the world bearing in its content and its agenda the word Islam namely hidden Activity from 

behind a commercial enterprise invests in the field of religion and the worship of God does not hesitate 

to destroy any state or society for the sake of its agenda investment And that these Islamic groups and 

they arrived in the major interest only and dispersed as a result of betrayal, indoor led to killing violent 

themselves or sharp quarrel without an end in the same style crime gangs and who has a critique of 

what you wrote for traces the history of the agenda Islamist groups in detail before responding to what 

is written here 
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